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4  MEthodology

For the discipline of IECM suggestions proposed by W. E. Paden (1988) seem 
to be methodologically useful. In comparative cross-cultural studies, he recom-
mended applying the dialectics of local meaning (meaning-for-insider) and gen-
eralizing meaning (meaning-for-comparativist) of the analyzed phenomenon. O. 
Sládek, evaluating Paden´s concept (2002), suggests the term intracultural for the 
first and intercultural for the letter. According to Paden, comparative work should 
start with observation and interpretation of analyzed phenomenon within its local 
context. Only secondarily can it be compared with locally observed and interpret-
ed phenomena of other cultural traditions in order to propose its generalizing 
comparative interpretation.

As noted above, one can question the competence of the anthropologist to 
enter the mind of the informant in order to interpret the way he or she, as an 
insider, truly perceives his own culture. However, Paden´s methodology, when 
creatively upgraded and deprived of so unrealistic an expectation, can form a sol-
id methodological ground for IECM. The discipline is intercultural by its nature; 
compared are myths of different periods and locations. In fact, there is nothing 
like “IE culture”.

At first, there is the need to analyze and interpret every mythological text of 
the chosen comparative set intraculturally, within the specific conditions of its 
time and place. If the texts are proven to be interpretatively compatible, i.e. 
they really seem to speak more or less the same, they can be compared mutu-
ally, interculturally. This two-step examination is required especially in the cases 
of subtle comparative situations, when a comparative set consists only of a few 
texts. On the contrary, its necessity declines when the rich portfolio of texts is 
available.
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Theoretical Background

The philological work with original text and its further interpretation reflect-
ing three types of context (situation, sujet and tradition) and two analytical axes 
(contextual /macro-, mezzo-, micro-/ and ontological /history, genetics/) forms 
the core of intracultural phase of comparison.

The point of second, intercultural comparative step is to abstract and interpo-
late PIE textual muster out of comparative set of texts and suggest its interpreta-
tion related to its reconstructed (P)IE context. In this phase there is also a place 
for etymological analysis.
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